NOTE:
SHIM MAY BE INSERTED IF NECESSARY TO PREVENT TELESCOPING.

CONTINUOUS BLOCKING MUST BE LEVEL (BY OTHERS)

REAR FABRIC IN UP POSITION
FRONT FABRIC IN UP POSITION
HEM BAR

2" [52mm]

REAR FABRIC IN UP POSITION
FRONT FABRIC IN UP POSITION
HEM BAR

CONTINUOUS MOUNTING CHANNEL (BY OTHERS)

MAX. BUNDLE SIZE

Ø2 1/2" [Ø64mm]

MAX. BUNDLE SIZE

Ø2 1/2" [Ø64mm]

MIN. REQUIRED OPENING

4 1/2" [114mm]

MIN. REQUIRED OPENING

FABRIC IN DOWN POSITION (FRONT)
FABRIC IN DOWN POSITION (REAR)

POCKET FLAP
POCKET FLAP HANGER TILE LIP

DROP CEILING (BY OTHERS)

MIN. REQUIRED OPENING

7/8" [22mm]

6" = 1'−0"

SHADE OPENING

SHADE HEIGHT

MIN. REQUIRED OPENING

CONTINUOUS BLOCKING MUST BE LEVEL (BY OTHERS)